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Meet CIA-linked ANSER, responsible for the Vaccine rollout
that's becoming a detriment to the freedom of the people all
over planet earth
Who has been coordinating the contracts of the US government with the
overt companies like Pfizer + J&J ? You guessed it, another Non-profit

TamiCam

1. PROJECT WARP SPEED: ANSER (non-pro�t contractor)

ANSER is an independent public service institute incorporated in California in 1958 as a
not-for-pro�t corporation. In January 2017, ANSER acquired Advanced Technology
International (ATI) of Summerville, South Carolina, a nonpro�t company that organizes
and manages research and development consortia on behalf of the federal government. The

company was created by the South Carolina Research Authority; ANSER purchased it from
the state of South Carolina. ATI Builds Technology Development Teams with
Organizations of All Sizes and Types, an example being Medical CBRN Defense
Consortium (MCDC).
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ATI is helping to lead those agencies’ e�orts to militarize health care and create a
surveillance panopticon (disciplinary concept brought to life in the form of a central
observation tower placed within a circle of prison cells), that not only monitors the world
around us but our physiology as well.

With the Trump Administration’s Project Warp Speed, the “secret” vaccine contracts awarded
through ATI total approximately $6 billion, accounting for the majority of Operation Warp Speed’s

$10 billion budget. Both Paul Mango, Health and Human Services’ (HHS), deputy chief of sta� for
policy, and Robert Kadlec, HHS assistant secretary for preparedness and response (ASPR),
personally signed o� on the contracts.

The decision to use a nongovernment intermediary like ATI to issue the Covid-19 vaccine contracts,
as opposed to the government itself directly awarding those contracts, permitted Operation Warp

Speed to “bypass the regulatory oversight and transparency of traditional federal contracting
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mechanisms.” This means that the vaccine contracts awarded under Operation Warp Speed are
unlikely to ever be publicly released.

Using such intermediaries to award contracts can result in “signi�cant risks, including potentially

diminished oversight and exemption from laws and regulations designed to protect government and
taxpayer interests.” In the DOD World of recent years, OTA’s( other transaction agreements) have
become a popular way of rushing contracts. Some argue that utilizing this alternative method for
awarding contracts signi�cantly hastens the process. However, the Congressional Research Service
also noted that the Department of Defense (DOD), which has been increasingly relying on OTAs in

recent years, has never tracked the information necessary to determine if OTAs are actually faster
than traditional contracting methods. This suggests that claims regarding the alleged ‘speed
advantage’ of OTAs are based on assumptions rather than data-based evidence.

J & J, Novavax, P�zer, and Sano� are some of the companies that have received these covert vaccine
contracts through the OTA authorized by Operation Warp Speed and managed by ATI. Many of
these companies, particularly Johnson & Johnson, have been involved in scandals related to selling

and marketing products they knew to be unsafe to the public.

Contracting this way protects the United States Government from liability towards the
Covid-19 Vaccines, even if mandated

This concern is further compounded by the fact that, on September 21, HHS Secretary Alex Azar
told FOX Business that all Operation Warp Speed vaccine manufacturers would be exempt from

liability for any damages their vaccines may cause and that those who administer their vaccines
would also not be liable for damages. “Under the PREP Act, which is a provision in Congress, any
treatment or vaccine for purposes of a national emergency pandemic like this comes with liability
protection. The PREP Act that Azar referenced was originally signed into law in 2005 but was
updated in April 2020, a few weeks before Operation Warp Speed was announced, so that vaccine

and therapeutic manufacturers “cannot be sued for money damages in court” over injuries caused
by medical countermeasures for COVID-19.

Notably, the writer of the controversial April update to the PREP Act, HHS ASPR Robert Kadlec is
intimately involved in deciding who is awarded Operation Warp Speed contracts. STAT News
reported, citing senior HHS o�cials, that Kadlec “personally signs o�” on every business agreement
made on behalf of HHS for Operation Warp Speed. In addition to his past activities in lobbying for

intelligence and defense contractors, Kadlec also previously worked as a lobbyist for the scandal-
ridden biodefense company Emergent Biosolutions, which is also a major player in Operation Warp
Speed as well as the manufacturer of the controversial anthrax vaccine BioThrax. 
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Despite top HHS o�cials allegedly overseeing every single one of these business agreements, NPR
was told by HHS that the department has “no records” of the $1.6 billion Operation Warp Speed
contract with Novavax, which was awarded through ATI. This is a strange response given that HHS

is supposedly the lead agency overseeing Operation Warp Speed, yet they somehow lack a copy of a
massive vaccine contract at the heart of the operation. NPR also asked the DOD for a copy of the
Novavax contract and has yet to receive a response. 

ANSER was originally founded as a spin-o� from the RAND Corporation in the late 1950s, but it
became a much larger part of government operations, particularly in the realm of Homeland

Security, a�er Ruth David became its president and CEO in 1998. Prior to becoming ANSER’s
CEO, David had been the deputy director for science and technology at the CIA, where, among
other things, she laid the groundwork for what would become In-Q-Tel, the CIA’s venture capital
arm responsible for the rise of several Silicon Valley giants such as Google and,” Palantir “, another
company involved in Covid-19 Vaccine data tracking, and UK Vaccine Rollout, “using military
precision”.

David led ANSER until 2015. A�er David took charge, ANSER became an early leader in
promoting the use of biometric and facial recognition so�ware by US law enforcement agencies and
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became a key driver in pivoting the government toward “homeland defense” and “homeland
security” in the years leading up to the events of September 11, 2001. 

As journalist Margie Burns noted in a 2002 article, the rise of “homeland defense” as a centerpiece

of US government policy, including the push to create a new “homeland security” agency, began
with former State Department o�cial Richard Armitage’s alleged coining of the term in 1997 in a
National Defense Policy document. In the years that followed, this pivot toward seeing the
American homeland as a future battle�eld was heavily promoted by a web of media outlets owned
by South Korean cult leader and CIA asset Sun Myong Moon, including the Washington Times,

Insight Magazine, and UPI. All published numerous articles either penned by ANSER analysts or
that heavily cited ANSER reports and employees regarding the need for a greatly expanded
“homeland security” apparatus.

In October 1999, at David’s behest, ANSER created the Institute for Homeland Security (ANSER-
IHS). Though fully funded and established at that time, for reasons still unclear, the ANSER-IHS

was not formally launched until April 2001. The Institute’s �rst director was Randall Larsen, who
was at that time — and still is today — a close associate of current HHS ASPR Robert Kadlec.
Though ANSER has never explained the reason behind the lengthy delay in o�cially launching
ANSER-IHS, it is possible that the timing was related to the introduction of H.R.1158 in March
2001. That bill called for the creation of the National Homeland Security Agency, which was the

foundation of the later Department of Homeland Security.
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One month a�er ANSER-IHS was created, Insight Magazine published an article in May 2001
entitled “Preparing for the Next Pearl Harbor,” which heavily cited ANSER and its Institute for
Homeland Security as being among “the nation’s top experts” in warning that a terrorist attack on

the US mainland was imminent. It also stated that “the �rst responders on tomorrow’s battle�eld
won’t be soldiers, but city ambulance workers and small-town �re�ghters.”

The following month, ANSER-IHS cohosted the Dark Winter exercise, with two top ANSER-IHS
o�cials, Mark DeMier and Randall Larsen, cowriting the exercise with Tara O’Toole and Thomas
Inglesby of the Johns Hopkins Center for Civilian Biodefense Studies (now the Johns Hopkins

Center for Health Security). O’Toole, at the time, was on the ANSER-IHS board of advisers. 

As previously detailed in the Engineering Contagion series, several of those involved in Dark
Winter had foreknowledge of the 2001 anthrax attacks, and Dark Winter itself originated what
became the initial, yet false, narrative for those attacks — that Iraq and Al Qaeda were working
together to conduct acts of bioterrorism on US soil. However, the anthrax used in the attacks was
quickly determined to have either originated from a US military lab or a US defense contractor. 

ANSER’s convenient gamble that the US government would imminently pivot toward homeland
security soon a�er April 2001 paid o� tremendously. Thanks largely to the fear stoked by 9/11 and
the 2001 anthrax attacks, the Department of Homeland Security was created, and ANSER-IHS
quickly became the �rst government think tank, that is, federally funded research and
development center. 

-TamiCam

(Information from The defender contributed to the writing of this article)
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George Grosman Writes VERUM ET GLADIUS · 20 hr ago Liked by TamiCam

A very important piece, thank you. The tentacles of this beast will continue to be unravelled for a
generation

1 Reply

Barry O'Kenyan 19 hr ago

JFK Jr did say clearly in public that that the US intel was and involved in the rowuhan scams.
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